A Model Proposing Increase Accessibility To Children Mental Health Services In Post-pandemic Era Which Can Be Used For Preparedness Of Any Post Disaster Mental Healthcare.

**Objective:**

1. Creating a framework for understanding the antecedents of psychological consequence of health-related disease.
2. Analysis and using knowledge from previous health related disasters.
3. Integrate all the key elements of children mental health services to ensure quality and equal care for everyone.

**Procedure**

To make this model successful we need to resolve the following issues:

1. How to create an evidence-based screening tool which would be able to identify the trauma or emotional reaction to pandemic?
2. How to calculate the screening tool? Or identify the target population?
3. Finding reliable resources or appropriate information for children and families.
4. How to organize training for people work with children?
5. How to utilize the model to deliver intervention in the community?
6. Federal criteria for pediatric and mental health provider.

**Conclusion**

The emotional ramifications of this pandemic will be immense for kids. It might cause long term psychological instability among children, especially those with preexisting mental conditions who are already at increased risk for adverse psychological outcomes. So, our goal is to integrate all the key elements of children mental health services by using the step-up model. We hope this model will increase accessibility and reduce health care disparities. During this one-year fellowship I plan to work with AACAP, SAMHSA and my mentors to answer all the questions or work on finding solutions to all the impediments to make this model effective and useful for the community.